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Experience the invigorating feel of bathing  
in mineral-rich water
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THE ENVIRO SMART 
MINERAL POOL
A superior natural water feel, harnessing the riches of nature’s ocean and 
mineral lagoons and delivering them to your swimming pool.

Experience the invigorating feel of bathing in mineral-rich water.

Mineral Water so gentle, combined with superior energy and water savings.

• Mineral infused bathing, your own beauty retreat

• Reduce waste water by 12,000 litres per annum

• Save 80% of ongoing operating costs

• Safer, cleaner water

• No added chlorine, algaecides or clarifiers

• Virtually maintenance free

Experience the invigorating feel of bathing  
in mineral-rich water
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A mineral blend...  
silky smooth on your skin, clean and pure
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A mineral blend...  
silky smooth on your skin, clean and pure

SOFT, SAFE  
MINERAL WATER
UNIQUE WORLDWIDE PATENTED FORMULA

•  Our Enviro Smart Mineral Pool is extremely effective  
in removing pool bacteria.

•  90% of bacteria in a pool is found in bio-film, which  
cannot be destroyed by chlorine or ozone (unless a  
toxic 50ppm is used which has a detrimental effect on your skin). Enviro 
Smart’s patented minerals work by simply loosening the bio-film from their 
substrate,  then coagulating them so they are easily filtered out.

•  This exposes the hidden bacteria which is then easily destroyed by our special 
mineral converter, without  the use of harsh chemicals. 

•  This means softer, safer pool water for swimmers.
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Day spa at home in  
your very own mineral pool
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FEEL REFRESHED  
LIKE NEVER BEFORE
With a Blue Haven Mineral Pool, you’ll wonder if you ever need expensive 
day spa treatments again.

The therapeutic effects of our unique formula will last long after you leave the 
water - clear skin, less stress, and a body feeling vibrantly renewed.

Forget the stinging eyes caused by harsh chemicals or chlorine.  Our mineral 
water system nourishes and relaxes.

But the goodness doesn’t end there. Many common skin ailments, sore muscles 
and other complaints can receive relief from a simple dip in the Enviro Smart 
Mineral Pool.

Our unique blend of naturally-occurring minerals work in harmony to provide a 
feeling of well-being.

Day spa at home in  
your very own mineral pool
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Save 80%  
of your running power costs
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SAVE POWER, SAVE MONEY, 
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
Our minerals come from Mother Nature, so it is fitting that they help the planet 
by reducing power use.

The Enviro Smart™ pump can save you up to 80% per year in running costs, 
compared to a standard 1.5hp pump.

The minerals make you feel good. The savings will make you feel even better.

Less power means less carbon footprint.
 

Increasing and decreasing the speed of the pump simply changes the flow rate 
by the same rate. However, the actual energy used to change the speed and 
flow varies dramatically. Halve the speed of your pump and flow rate will also 
halve but and the energy consumed drops by more than 85%. Compared to the 
conventional single speed pumps, our Enviro Smart pump will save up to $800 
every year in operating costs.
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Using less water, means saving money and  
preserving this precious resource for future generations
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WATER – OUR MOST PRECIOUS 
RESOURCE
Your Mineral Pool saves 80% of water wastage per year.

Remarkable prefilter technology reduces the amount  
of debris running through your filter, in turn saving  
water wastage.

The extra large cartridge filter uses microban technology to reduce buildup of 
germs and bacteria and takes 12,000 litres less than other filters to maintain 
each year.

Using less water, means saving money and  
preserving this precious resource for future generations
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POOLS, SPAS, ALFRESCO LIVING 

Mineral pool 
water 

removes 
biofilm

POOL 
WALL

Microban technology  
extra large  

capacity filer

Pre filter technology: 
a cyclonic pre cleaning 

system that removes larger 
debris & Biofilm before 

entering the filter

Clear  
mineral  
water

Biofilm  
full of 

Bacteria 
caught

ENVIRO SMART  
MINERAL POOL  
STATE OF THE ART 
TECHNOLOGY 
FOR YOUR POOL
A fully integrated  
Mineral Master  
system that takes care  
of your pool so that 
you can relax & enjoy

80% energy 
saving multi 

speed pool pump

Biofilm forming 
trapping bacteria

Chlorine, salt 
chlorinator and 

ozone cannot kill 
biofilm

To the filter
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Just imagine a pool smart 
enough to sanitise itself 
adjusts its own PH

Slows the pool pump 
to save power & when 
the bathers jump in the 
pool the mineral Master 
increases the pump 
speed to cater for 
the heavy load & 
increases the sanitiser 
level to keep pool 
water safe.

MINERAL MASTER  
BRILLIANTLY SAVES 
FADING OF POOL COLOUR, 
SAVES SKIN IRRITATION 
& NO MORE RED EYES!

MINERAL MASTER
• Adjusts PH automatically 
• Adjusts pool pump speed & water flow 
• Adjusts the sanitising minerals to suit the 
  bathing load & removes unsightly organic 
  matter that feeds bacteria & algae in your pool 
  automatically

TO POOL

Mineral converter designed 
to convert Mineral Pool 
Blend in to the required 

sanitisation to keep healthy 
soft crystal clear water 

Fully sanitised  
Enviro Smart  
mineral water

Microban technology  

smart
envir
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Too much sanitiser can fade the pool 
colour, become corrosive, damage the 
pool shell and pool equipment. Some 
sanitisers affect the water balance (pH) 
rendering the sanitiser ineffective at 
destroying bacteria and requiring lots 
of corrective balancing chemicals to 
be added to the pool by the owner or 
pool specialist.

High pH causes skin irritation 
and red eyes. Mineral Master 
takes care of all that giving 
you more time to enjoy 
your pool.     



Blue Haven Pools  
– your natural choice
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Over 70,000 customers 
have said yes to Blue Haven



AUSTRALIA’S MOST  
AWARDED POOL BUILDER, 
LEADING IN INNOVATION
Innovation and creativity have driven us since our beginning. We’ve developed 
the Enviro Smart Mineral Pool for you to enjoy the pleasure of a backyard 
pool while minimising the impact upon the environment and maximising the 
remarkable benefits of minerals.

We take care of all aspects of pool planning, from design through council and 
all types of construction, landscaping and total project management.

Over 70,000 customers have said yes to Blue Haven Pools.

Blue Haven Pools... your natural choice.
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The way MoTher NaTure 
iNTeNded iT To be


